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Steins;Gate - Wikipedia Steins;Gate is a visual novel video game developed by 5pb. and Nitroplus. It is the second game in the Science Adventure series, following
Chaos;Head. The story follows a group of students as they discover and develop technology that gives them the means to change the past. Steins;Gate for PlayStation
3 Reviews - Metacritic Steins;Gate has a deep and interesting story to tell and does so through characters worth investing in. The writing is excellent, the presentation
folds seamlessly into the rest of the package and the game itself will stick with you long after you have reached its conclusion. Amazon.com: Steins;Gate PlayStation 3: Video Games Steins Gate is the award-winning time travel science-fiction interactive visual novel developed by 5pb. and Nitro plus. A group of
teenage scientists discover the ability to alter the past by sending text messages through a modified microwave.

Steins;Gate - MyAnimeList.net Steins;Gate explores the world of time travelling and time lines, putting in acknowledgements to theories Once you pass the first slow
starting episodes, the intrigue and mystery begins, and the pace of the series accelerates. Steins;Gate 0 - Wikipedia Steins;Gate 0 is a visual novel video game
developed by 5pb. It is part of the Science Adventure series, and is a sequel to the 2009 game Steins;Gate. It was released by 5pb. in Japan for the PlayStation 3,
PlayStation 4 and PlayStation Vita in December 2015, Microsoft Windows in August 2016, and Xbox One in February 2017. Steins;Gate 0 (TV Series 2018â€“ ) IMDb An alternate ending to Steins;Gate that leads with the eccentric mad scientist Okabe, struggling to recover from a failed attempt at rescuing Kurisu. He decides
to give up and abandons his lively scientist alter ego, in pursuit to forget the past.

Stream & Watch Steins;Gate Episodes Online - Sub & Dub Steins;Gate Rintaro Okabe is a self-proclaimed "mad scientist" plagued by paranoid delusions of a
nefarious organization known as SERN. Fueled by their imaginations, Okabe and his friends form a secret laboratory and seek to unlock the mysteries of time travel.
Steins;Gate (TV Series 2011â€“2015) - IMDb First off, I will say that the comments the series starts off slow are misleading. True, it takes awhile to get to the main
point, but "Steins;Gate" never fails to engage on any level, and in fact engages on all levels beautifully.
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